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Before you start using MasterChef is necessary to enter the data of your company in order to view them in 
the layout of the final print and choose the default settings to use when creating projects and offers. 
  
From the main menu, located on the left side, select "OPTIONS". 
 

Chapter 1—The first start 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project (which is now empty). 
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In the first tab "Reseller Data" enter your data, beginning with the user code. These will serve to identify the 
author of the documents (plans and offers) made with MasterChef. 
 
We suggest you to enter 
your initials or the agency 
code of your company . 
 
Then fill the remaining fields, 
as shown in the figure on the 
side:  
 

• Address 
 

• Phone    
 

• Fax  
 

• E-mail  
 

• Website 

 
Then passed to the second tab "Offer Settings" to enter the opening, closing and signature texts that will 
appear in the layout of the final offer to the customer . 
 
Before entering texts, make 
sure that the language of the 
offer is the one you want. If 
not, change the language of 
the offer and then fill in the 
fields.  
Note: You can enter/modify these 

data during the creation of a 
single offer too.  
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Now click on the third tab "Terms of Sale / Additional Costs" and enter the data that you want to be 
displayed in the offer.  
Note: You can enter/modify these 

data during the creation of a 
single offer too.  

 
 
 

Finally, go to the "Print offer" section to customize the offer’s final print layout, choosing the logo of you 
compan or the header  and the food of the pages .  
 
You can also choose which 
products’s information, will 
appear in the offer.  
 
 
 
 
Note: You can enter/modify these 

data during the creation of a 
single offer too.  

The last two are just setup section, so you can jumpd them clicking the "Save" button in the menu located 
on the left and then select "PROJECT" to begin to create your own documents (plans and offers).  
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From the main menu, located on the left side, click on “NEW”, to create a new Project 
 

Chapter 2—Creating a new project 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project (which is now empty). 
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In the screen that appears, you have to enter the detail for the project you are realizing and  that  will be the 
container for your MasterChef’s files (drawing and offers) regarding this project. 

Note: The requie data are indicated with red title and its container has a yellow background. 
 
So let’s start filling: 
 

• The Project Code:  08_SHERATON_01 
 

We suggest you to create this code by specifying the year, a custumer bechmark and a progressive number. 
So you can easily identify the “first project create for the custumer SHERATON in the year 2008”. 
 
Be careful NOT TO include in this field some special characters as (“-”; “*”; “?”; “/”; “\”). In fact MasterChef will 
use this Project Code to create a folder for storing the files in the specific address specified in “Files archive 
floder”. 

 
• The Project’s Title: Project and furnished equipments for Sheraton hotel in Rome. 

 
• The creation data: MasterChef proposes the today’s date. 

 
• The Commercial Manager: It is sown by default the use code included in the section OPTIONS– 

Reseller data. 
 

• The designer/Author’ name: i.e. insert your name. 
 

• The Corporate Mane: SHERATON HOTEL 
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Select the project in which you want to create the DWG drawing and, from the main menu, located on the 
left side, click on "DOCUMENTS" to access the contents of the project.  
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 

Chapter 3—Create a new drawing document 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 
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Click on “NEW”, always using the main menu on the left. 
 
You will have to choose the kind of document you want to realize: 
 

• CAD Project 
• Offer 

Choose PROJECT and customize the file name of the DWG, replacing the text “Drawing01” with a 
reference to your project. 
 
I.e.: Kitchen_Layout1 
 
This will make you recognize the file directly from its name without having to open it to see the contents.  
 
Insert/modify the other information of your drawing. 
 
Finally choose from the list the template you want to use: 
 

• MasterChef mm.dwt: if you want to draw in millimeters 
 

• MasterChef cm.dwt: if you want to draw in centimeters 
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Then click on the OK button to confirm the settings and to create the drawing document. 
 
In the list of the current project’s files will appear a new row with the specifics of the drawing document 
filenewly created. 

Automatically MasterChef’s  CAD module will star. 
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From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 

Chapter 4 - Drawing architectural 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 
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Then select the file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module . 
 
Note: It is possible to open the file double-clicking the specific row too. 

From MasterChef’s commands toolbar, located on the left side, click the “DRAWING SETUP” button to 
check and eventually edit the drawing setup. 
 
Be careful to have set: 
 

• Scale factor: 1:50 
• Measurement unit: millimetrers 
• Draw language: International English  

(or a different one from the list) 
 
 
Activate the option: 
“LINE CONJUNCTION POSITION-MACHINE” . 
 
 
 
Note: This option will make you better identify the equipment included in the 
design. 
 

With the “OK”  button confirm the drawing setup.  
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Now click on the button “WALL 2D/3D” in MasterChef’s architectural toolbar. 
 
Be careful to have set: 
 

• Width: 300 mm 
• Height: 3000 mm 

Confirm the settings clicking on “OK”. 
 
Activate the “ORTHO” button, lacated at the window’s bottom  close to command row: this option will force 
the drawing angles to be orthogonal. 
 
Specfy a start point to start drawing the wall by clicking with the left mouse’s button on a left bottm piont of 
the drawing space, always remembering that the line you are drawing corresponds to the internal of your 
wall. 
 
Now move up the mouse (beeing sure to have the “ORTHO” button activeted) so to define the construction 
direction. 
 
Now type the lenght of your wall, remembering that you are drawing the internal wall. 
 

• Lenght: 9,306 mm (so type 9306) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
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Continue with the next side drawing, moving right the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the 
second section: 
 

• Lenght: 6,400 mm (so type 6400) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
 
Move down the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the tird section: 
 

• Lenght: 1,200 mm (so type 1200) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
Move right the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the fourth section: 
 

• Lenght: 1,500 mm (so type 1500) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
 
Move down the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the fifth section: 
 

• Lenght: 5,400 mm (so type 5400) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
 
Move left the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the sixth section: 
 

• Lenght: 4,500 mm (so type 4500) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
Move down the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the seventh section: 
 

• Lenght: 3,200 mm (so type 3200) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
 
Move left the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the eighth section: 
 

• Lenght: 1,200 mm (so type 1200) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
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Finally type “C” to activate MasterChef’s option “Close” and give ENTER. 
The “Close” option will automatically create the last side of the room.. 
The result will be the following. 

 
Note: During the insertion of the walls is recommended not to stop the command by pressing "ESC" on your keyboard. If it is 

necessary to end a wall without using the "Close" option, type ENTER on your keyboard.  
 
To verify the correctness of yoor project so far realized even in the 3D view, change the point of view by 
moving from the plant view to the assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW toolbar  
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Now get back in the plant view ot design the remeining walls. 
 
Click on “WALL 2D/3D” button in MasterChef’s architectural toolbar. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 100 mm 
• Height: 3,000 mm 
• Reference: right side 

 
Confirm the settings clicking on “OK”. 
 
Type “R” from your keyboard to activate MasterChef’s wall “Reference” option and confirm giving “ENTER”.  
This option is usefull to insert a wall at s specific distance from a known point (i.e. from a room’s corner). 
 
Move up and left the mouse untill the symbol OSNAP END is shown close to the external corner of the wall 
previously designed; so click there with mouse’s left button to confirm the reference point. 
 
Move bottom your mouse to define the direction. Type the distance from the Landmark to insetr the wall: 
 

• Distance: 1,178 mm (so type 1178) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm. 
 
 
Move left the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the first section: 
 

• Lenght: 1,900 mm (so type 1900) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
Move down the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the second section: 
 

• Lenght: 2,000 mm (so type 2000) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
 
 
Move right the mouse to deifne the direction and go close to the external side of the bearing wall previously 
designed untill the symbol OSNAP ORTHO is shown. 
 
Note: If the OSNAP symbol do not appear, be sure to have set then on through the specific button located at the bottom of the window 

close to the commandf row. 
 
 
Cliccate quindi con il tasto sinistro del mouse per confermare. 
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Now repeat the same steps to realize an interior room. 
 
Click on “WALL 2D/3D” button in MasterChef’s architectural toolbar. 
 
Be sure to have set: 

• Width: 100 mm 
• Height: 3,000 mm 
• Reference: right side 

 
Confirm the settings clicking on “OK”. 
 
 
 
Type “R” from your keyboard to activate MasterChef’s wall “Reference” option and confirm giving “ENTER”.  
 
Move down and left the mouse untill the symbol OSNAP END is shown close to the internal corner of the 
wall previously designed; so click there with mouse’s left button to confirm the reference point. 
 
Move up your mouse to define the direction. Type the distance from the Landmark to insetr the wall: 
 

• Distance: 2,706 mm (so type 2706) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the distance. 
 
 
 
Move right the mouse to define the direction. Type the lenght of the first section: 
 

• Lenght: 1,500 mm (so type 1500) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
 
Move up the mouse to define the direction and get close to the inner wall of the external room just realized, 
untill when the ORTHO OSNAP appears. 

Note: In the OSNAP symbols are activated it is possible that the 
desired symbol will not appear. Edit the OSNAP settings to 
view only the wanted symbols. 
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Click the mouse’s left button to confirm. 
 
Move left the mouse to define the direction and go close to the internal side of the bearing wall prevoiusly 
drawn untill the ORTHO OSNAP appears. 
 
Click the mouse’s left button to confirm. 
 
 
In the same way draw the two inner walls with 1,000 millimeters in lenght. 
 
Click on “WALL 2D/3D” button in MasterChef’s architectural toolbar. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 300 mm 
• Height: 3,000 mm 
• Reference: Left side (mind that the reference has changed) 

 
Confirm the settings clicking on “OK”. 
 
 
Type “R” from your keyboard to activate MasterChef’s wall “Reference” option and confirm giving “ENTER”.  
 
Move down and left the mouse untill the symbol OSNAP END is shown close to the internal corner of the 
wall previously designed; so click there with mouse’s left button to confirm the reference point. 
 
Move up your mouse to define the direction. Type the distance from the Landmark to insetr the wall: 
 

• Distance: 1,200 mm (so type 1200) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the distance. 
 
 
 
Move your mouse perpendicular to the wall to define the direction. Type the lenght of the first section: 
 

• Lenght: 1,500 mm (so type 1500) 
 
Give ENTER to confirm the lenght just typed. 
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Repeat the same steps for the second wall too. 
 
To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Chapter 5 - Drawing Fixtures 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Then select the file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module . 
 
Holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FIXTURES”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert form 
the list on the right: 

• Window 
• Door 
• Hole 
• Niche 
• Goods-lift 

 
Select WINDOW. 

Clicking on the window’s preview image, you can choose the window’s kind from a library, choose the first 
kind. 
Click on OK to exit the library. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 1,000 mm 
• Height: 1,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 1,000 mm 
• Insertion point: Internal corner (as shown in the following larger picture) 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the upper external wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 

Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall and then inside the room, creating a 
line that intersects the wall. 

In tracing the segment, get colse to the cornet to which you want to enter the fixture.  

You are now asked to insert the distance between the fixture and the corner. 
Insert the value: 
 

• Distance: 900 mm (half fixture’s width) 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 

 

 

Now repeat the same command to insert two more windows in the right side of your project. 
 
So click on “FIXTURES” form MasterChef’s toolbar. 
 
In the window that appear select WINDOW. 
 
Click on the window’s preview picture so to open the library and choose the fourth kind: “Triple Window”. 
 
Confirm with OK to exit the library. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 2,100 mm 
• Height: 1,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 1,000 mm 
• Insertion point: Internal corner (as shown in the following larger picture) 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the right external wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 

Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall and then inside the room, creating a 
line that intersects the wall. 

In tracing the segment, get colse to the cornet to which you want to enter the fixture.  

You are now asked to insert the distance between the fixture and the corner. 
Insert the value: 
 

• Distance: 1000 mm (half fixture’s width) 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 

 

Now click on “FIXTURES” form MasterChef’s toolbar. 
 
In the window that appear select WINDOW. 
 
Click on the window’s preview picture so to open the library and choose the first kind: “Two leaf Window”. 
 
Confirm with OK to exit the library. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 1,000 mm 
• Height: 1,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 1,000 mm 
• Insertion point: Internal corner (as shown in the following larger picture) 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the right external wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 

Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall and then inside the room, creating a 
line that intersects the wall. 

In tracing the segment, get colse to the cornet to which you want to enter the fixture.  

You are now asked to insert the distance between the fixture and the corner. 
Insert the value: 
 

• Distance: 400 mm (half fixture’s width) 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 
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Now insert the last fixture, minding the insertion point’s position that this time has to be located in the center 
instead in the internal corner. 

Click on “FIXTURES” form MasterChef’s toolbar. 
 
In the window that appear select WINDOW. 
 
Click on the window’s preview picture so to open the library and choose the eighth kind: “Large Window”. 
 
Confirm with OK to exit the library. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 2,100 mm 
• Height: 1,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 1,000 mm 
• Insertion point: Middle point (as shown in the following picture) 

 

Click on OK to confirm. 
 
Get closer to the inside left wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 

Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall and then inside the room, creating a 
line that intersects the wall. 

This time it is not necessary to get colse to a corner because the window will be insert in the wall’s center. 

 
Be sure to have activate the option Osnap MIDPOINT in the object snap modes. 
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Get closer to the internal side of the wall untill the MIDPOINT Osnap appears.  

Click with the mouse’s left buttom on the MIDPOINT Osnap symbol. 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Chapter 6 - Drawing Doors and Goods-lift 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Then select the file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module . 
 
Holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FIXTURES”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert form 
the list on the right: 

• Window 
• Door 
• Hole 
• Niche 
• Goods-lift 

 
Select DOOR. 

Clicking on the door’s preview image, you can choose the door’s kind from a library, choose the first kind. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 800 mm 
• Height: 2,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 0 mm 
• Insertion point: Middle point (as shown in the following larger picture) 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the upper external wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 

Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall and then inside the room, creating a 
line that intersects the wall. 

This time it is not necessary to get colse to a corner because the window will be insert in the wall’s center. 

Get closer to the internal side of the wall untill the MIDPOINT Osnap appears.  

Click with the mouse’s left buttom on the MIDPOINT Osnap symbol. 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 
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Click again on “FIXTURES” form MasterChef’s toolbar. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert form 
the list on the right: 

• Window 
• Door 
• Hole 
• Niche 
• Goods-lift 
 

Select GOODS-LIFT. 

Clicking on the goods-lift’s preview image, you can choose the goods-lift’s kind from a library, choose the 
first kind. 
 
Click on OK to exit the library. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 1,000 mm 
• Height: 2,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 0 mm 
• Insertion point: Middle point (as shown in the following larger picture) 

Cliccate quindi sul pulsante OK 
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Get closer to the external left wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 
 
Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall (inside the lift space) and then inside 
the room, creating a line that intersects the wall. 

In tracing the segment, get colse to the cornet to which you want to enter the fixture.  

You are now asked to insert the distance between the fixture and the corner. 
Insert the value: 
 

• Distance: 900 mm (half fixture’s width) 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 

 
To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Chapter 7 - Drawing Holes 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Then select the file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module . 
 
Holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FIXTURES”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert form 
the list on the right: 

• Window 
• Door 
• Hole 
• Niche 
• Goods-lift 

 
Select HOLE. 

 
 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 1,000 mm 
• Height: 2,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 0 mm 
• Insertion point: Internal corner (as shown in the following larger picture) 
 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the upper wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 
 
Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall (inside the lift space) and then inside 
the room, creating a line that intersects the wall. 

In tracing the segment, get colse to the cornet to which you want to enter the hole.  

You are now asked to insert the distance between the fixture and the corner. 
Insert the value: 
 
Distance: 200 mm  
 
Confirm clicking ENTER. 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 

Click again on “FIXTURES” form MasterChef’s toolbar to insert a hole in the lower section too. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert form 
the list on the right: 

• Window 
• Door 
• Hole 
• Niche 
• Goods-lift 

 
Select HOLE. 

 

Be sure to have set: 
 

• Width: 1,000 mm 
• Height: 2,200 mm 
• Height from ground: 0 mm 
• Insertion point: Internal corner (as shown in 

the following larger picture) 

 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the lower wall using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
To identify the wall wherein to insert the fixture, it is necessary to identify an external and an internal point 
to it. 
 
Click with the left mouse button in the empty space outside the wall (inside the lift space) and then inside 
the room, creating a line that intersects the wall. 

In tracing the segment, get colse to the cornet to which you want to enter the hole.  

You are now asked to insert the distance between the fixture and the corner. 
Insert the value: 
 
Distance: 200 mm  
 
Confirm clicking ENTER. 
 
Your fixture has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D. 

 

 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Chapter 8 - Drawing Tiles 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Then select the file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module . 
 
Holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“TILES”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert 
clicking on the preview picture. 
Choose the first type and click on OK to confirm. 
 
Be sure to have set: 

• Selected object: activated 
• Height: 2,000 mm 
• Height from ground: 0 mm 
• Tiles width: 250 mm 
• Skirting board: disabled 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the internal room using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
Select the sides bordering the internal wall of the room. In this case you can use a window’s selection or 
you can select one by one the sides, without careing about the fixtures. 
 
In fact activating the option “Select object” it is possible to apply the tiles even in the wall with fixtures. 
 

Once selected all the internal sides where you want to apply the tiles, identify the construction direction 
tracing a  perpendicular line in each the internal side of the room. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 

Get back to the map view andf star again the command “TILES” from Masterchef’s toolbar to insert the tiles 
in the other walls too. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to inert 
clicking on the preview picture. 
Choose the first type and click on OK to confirm. 
 
Be sure to have set: 
 

• Selected object: activated 
• Height: 2.000 mm 
• Height from ground: 0 mm 
• Tiles width: 250 mm 
• Skirting board: disabled 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Get closer to the internal room using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
Select the sides bordering the internal wall of the main room. In this case you can use a window’s selection 
or you can select one by one the sides, without careing about the fixtures. 
 
In fact activating the option “Select object” it is possible to apply the tiles even in the wall with fixtures. 

Once selected all the internal sides where you want to apply the tiles, identify the construction direction 
tracing a  perpendicular line in each the internal side of the room. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Chapter 9 - Drawing Pilars, Floor and Roof 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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To insert a pilar it is neccesary to identify to insertion point. 
 
Help your-self with the command distance to measure the sapce between two point (“Tools” > “Inquiry” > 
“Distance”), and the the command “Line” to draw some reference line inside the drawing so to identify 
exacly the pilar’s insertion (see also the video: “MasterChef Tutorial - Cap9 - Drawing Pilars Floor and 
Roof.wmv”). 
 
Now, holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“PILAR”. 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose the fixture’s type to insert 
clicking on the preview picture. 
 
Choose the first type and click on OK to confirm. 
 
Be sure to have set: 

• Width: 300 mm 
• Thickness: 300 mm 
• Height: 3.000 mm 
• Insertion point: unpper-left corner 

Click on OK to confirm. 

Get closer to the internal room using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 

Click with the mouse’s left button on the insertion point and thn move to define the direction (help your-self 
with the ORTHO option to set an orthogonal angle).  

Once define it, click again the left mouse’s button to confirm. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 

Get back to the map view. 
 
Now, holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FLOOR/ROOF”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose floor, and then select the 
floor’s type to insert clicking on the preview picture. 
 
Choose the first type and click on OK to confirm. 

 
Be sure to have set: 

• Type: Floor 
• Profile’s type: Automatic outline 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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Click with the mouse’s left button on a point into the room. 

MasterChef will analize the area wherein to insert the floor. Yuo will be asked to select an object: click 
again with mouse’s left button a point inside the room. 

A message will notify the command’s execution. The floor (like the roof) will be seen in the 3D view only, so 
not to impede the designer in the item’s insertion. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 

Now repeat the command to insert the floor even inside the washing room. 

Because it is a rectangular room, use the Rectangular outline profile instead of the “Automatic” one. 

Now, holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FLOOR/ROOF”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose floor, and then select the 
floor’s type to insert clicking on the preview picture. 
 
Choose the third type and click on OK to confirm. 

 
Be sure to have set: 

• Type: Floor 
• Profile’s type: Rectangular outline 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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With this profile’s type, you will be asked to insert the rectangule’s node which identify the room. 

Click with mouse’s left button on the upper left node and the on the lower right one. 

MasterChef will analize the area wherein to insert the floor. Yuo will be asked to select an object: click with 
mouse’s left button a point inside the room. 

A message will notify the command’s execution. The floor (like the roof) will be seen in the 3D view only, so 
not to impede the designer in the item’s insertion. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Now insert the roof. 

Holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FLOOR/ROOF”. 
 

A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose floor, and then select the 
floor’s type to insert clicking on the preview picture. 
 
Choose the first type and click on OK to confirm. 

 
Be sure to have set: 

• Type: Roof 
• Profile’s type: Automatic outline 

Click on OK to confirm. 

Click with the mouse’s left button on a point into the room. 
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MasterChef will analize the area wherein to insert the floor. Yuo will be asked to select an object: click 
again with mouse’s left button a point inside the room. 

A message will notify the command’s execution. The roof (like the floor) will be seen in the 3D view only, so 
not to impede the designer in the item’s insertion. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 

Now repeat the command to insert the roof even inside the washing room. 

Because it is a rectangular room, use the Rectangular outline profile instead of the “Automatic” one. 

Now, holding down the button for the architectural drawings in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
“FLOOR/ROOF”. 
 
A window will appear where you can choose the fixture’s settings: first choose floor, and then select the 
floor’s type to insert clicking on the preview picture. 
 
Choose the third type and click on OK to confirm. 

 
Be sure to have set: 

• Type: Roof 
• Profile’s type: Rectangular outline 

Click on OK to confirm. 
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With this profile’s type, you will be asked to insert the rectangule’s node which identify the room. 

Click with mouse’s left button on the upper left node and the on the lower right one. 

MasterChef will analize the area wherein to insert the roof. Yuo will be asked to select an object: click with 
mouse’s left button a point inside the room. 

A message will notify the command’s execution. The roof (like the floor) will be seen in the 3D view only, so 
not to impede the designer in the item’s insertion. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 

Note: The roof insertion do not allow to see the inner of the room. Use the Layer command to swich off/frozen the roof’s layer “400-
Walls-3D”. More, we suggest to insert the roof only if you want to realize the Rendering of your project. 
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Chapter 10 - Drawing, Insert Wall Equipments 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Now click on the button “E-CATALOG” in MasterChef’s toolbar. 
In the window that will appear choose as supplier RENDER IMAGE – DEMO LIBRARY. If you have several 
suppliers, to find quickly the library you want, you can enter the text “RENDER IMAGE” in the supplier 
search box. In this way the supplier’s list will be filtered. 
 
Once selected the supplier, double-click on its logo with mouse’s left button so to open the relative products 
(in this example “RENDER IMAGE”). 

 
Now you have to search the item to insert.You can browse the list or, if you know any detail such as code, 
model, description, you can use the equipment’s search box. 
 
The first item to insert is a refrigerated cupboards: 
 

• Model: F054 
• Description: REFRIGERATED CUPBOARDS 1400 MOT 0 VENTILATED 3 DOORS 5 GRILLES 

Once identify the desired item, click on “RUN” located down right to insert it. 
Non on the mouse’s pointer appears your equipment’s preview. 
 
Note: The equipment’s insertion point is located in the left upper corner: we suggest to insert the item from left to right.  
 
Get closer to the left upper internal corner of your project using the ZOOM command, so to better define the 
working area.  
 
Activate the option OSNAP END and click with the left button on the left upper internal corner of your 
project. 
 
Finally choose the insertion angle of your equipment giving the direction with your mouse: move right side, 
moybe helping your-self with the function ORTHO, to define an angle of 0° (zero degrees). 
 
Click with mouse’s left button to confirm. 
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Your equipment has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D with its position number: 00. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
  
 

Get back in the map view and keep inserting the equipments proceeding clockwise. 

Order Model Description 
1 F054 REFRIGERATED CUPBOARDS 1400 MOT 0 VENTILATED 3 DOORS 5 GRILLES 
2 F066 REFRIGERATED TABLE GN MOT 3P 0/ VENT. 1805X700 WITH STAND 

3 N369 SINK ON CUPBOARDS 6 LEGS FROM 2VGD 1800X700X850 

4 N290 WALL CUPBOARD WITH SLIDING DOORS FROM 1800X400 MM 

5 N271 OPEN WALL CUPBOARD FORM 800X400 MM 

6 C978 ELECTRIC OVEN 20 X 1/1 GN  

7 N393 VEGETABLE PREPARATION TABLE ON LEGS 1800X700X850 

8 N402 3-TIER TROLLEY FROM 1030 MM 

9 N26 WORK TABLE WITH STAND FORM 1000X700 MM 

10 N-ACC-0466 DRAWER FOR GN SINKS FROM 400 MM P 680 MM 

11 N361 SINK ON CUPBOARD FROM 1VGS 1200X700X850 

12 N394 MEAT PREPARATION TABLE ON LEGS 1200X700X850 

13 N24 WORK TABLE WITH STAND FROM 800X700 MM 

14 N398 HANDWASHING UNIT ON CUPBOARD 

15 F052 REFRIGERATED CUPBOARDS 700 MOT 0 VENTILATED 1 DOOR 3 GRILLES 

16 F057 REFRIGERATED CUPBOARDS 700 MOT 0 VENTILATED 1 DOOR VENT. GLASS 3 GRILLES 

17 F063 REFRIGERATED TABLE GN MOT 2P 0/ VENT. 1355X700 WITH STAND 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 

Change your point of view moving from an assonometric one to another to verify the correctness of the item 
previously hide form the walls. To do that browse MasterChef’s VIEW toolbar. 
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Chapter 11 - Drawing, Insert Equipments - Cooking Area 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Before start inserting the Cooking area equipments, insert a dividing wall that start from the pilar’s right side 
(inserted in the previous exercises). 
 
So click on the command “WALL 2D/3D” FROM MasterChef’s toolbar. 
Be sure to have set: 

• Width: 300 mm 
• Height: 1.000 mm 
• Riference: right side (so that MasterChef will use the internal side as reference) 

 
Comfirm the settings giving “OK”. 

Activate the button “ORTHO” located down side, close to the command row: this option will make you work 
with prependicular angles. 
 
As starting point choose the lower right pilar’s corner. 
 
Now move the mouse right so to define the construction direction (mind to activate the option ORTHO). 
 
Now enter the wall’s lenght, rembering you are drawing the internal side. 

• Lenght: 2,500 mm (so type 2500) 
 
End the wall typing ENTER on your keyboard. 

Now click on the button “E-CATALOG” in MasterChef’s toolbar. 
In the window that will appear choose as supplier RENDER IMAGE – DEMO LIBRARY. If you have several 
suppliers, to find quickly the library you want, you can enter the text “RENDER IMAGE” in the supplier 
search box. In this way the supplier’s list will be filtered. 
 
Once selected the supplier, double-click on its logo with mouse’s left button so to open the relative products 
(in this example “RENDER IMAGE”). 

 
Now you have to search the item to insert.You can browse the list or, if you know any detail such as code, 
model, description, you can use the equipment’s search box. 
 
The first item to insert is a pastacookers: 
 

• Model: C931 
• Description: GAS PASTACOOKERS 

 40+40 LT GN 1/1  

Once identify the desired item, click on “RUN” located down right to insert it. 
Non on the mouse’s pointer appears your equipment’s preview. 
 
Note: The equipment’s insertion point is located in the left upper corner: we suggest to insert the item from left to right.  
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Get closer to the wall just created using the ZOOM command, so to better define the working area.  
 
Activate the option OSNAP END and click with the left button on the left lower pilar’s corner.  
 
Finally choose the insertion angle of your equipment giving the direction with your mouse: move right side, 
moybe helping your-self with the function ORTHO, to define an angle of 0° (zero degrees). 
 
Click with mouse’s left button to confirm. 
 
Your equipment has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D with its position number: 00. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
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Get back in the map view and keep inserting the equipments in the following order: 

Order Model Description 
1 C936 BAIN MARIE GN 2/1 + 2/3 GN 1/3 
2 C989 OPEN BASIC UNITS 800 mm 
3 C-ACC-0670 DOORS FOR 800 (SERIES 900) 
4 C947 ELECTRIC BRATT PAN - TINTING - BOWL INOX / FE - 80 LT. 
5 C901 GAS KITCHEN UNITS 2 BURNERS 
6 C988 OPEN BASIC UNITS 400 mm 
7 C-ACC-0629 DOORS FOR 400 (SERIES 900) 
8 C928 ELECTRIC FRYER 2 BOWLE 17+17 LT 
9 C937 NEUTRAL UNITS 400 

10 C988 OPEN BASIC UNITS 400 mm 
11 C922 GAS FRY TOP SMOOTH - RIBBED PLATE 800 
12 C989 OPEN BASIC UNITS 800 mm 
13 C904 GAS KITCHEN UNITS 4 BURNERS + GAS OVENS 

Mind to move the position number in case of TOP and BASE item, so not to overlap them. To do that select 
the equipment and click on the position’s identifying GRIP so to move it. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far 
realized also in the 3D view, change the point of 
view form the map view to an assonometric one. 
To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 

Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking 
form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s 
option holding down the relative button. 
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Chapter 12 - Drawing, Insert Equipments - Dishwashing Area 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Now click on the button “E-CATALOG” in MasterChef’s toolbar. 
In the window that will appear choose as supplier RENDER IMAGE – DEMO LIBRARY. If you have several 
suppliers, to find quickly the library you want, you can enter the text “RENDER IMAGE” in the supplier 
search box. In this way the supplier’s list will be filtered. 
 
Once selected the supplier, double-click on its logo with mouse’s left button so to open the relative products 
(in this example “RENDER IMAGE”). 

 
Now you have to search the item to insert.You can browse the list or, if you know any detail such as code, 
model, description, you can use the equipment’s search box. 
 
The first item to insert is a una lavapiatti: 
 

• Model: L007 
• Description: HOOD DISHWASHING HEIGHT PLATES 420 

Once identify the desired item, click on “RUN” located down right to insert it. 
Now on the mouse’s pointer appears your equipment’s preview. 
 
Note: The equipment’s insertion point is located in the left upper corner: we suggest to insert the item from left to right.  

Get closer to the dishwashing room of your project using the ZOOM command, so to better define the 
working area.  
 
Activate the option OSNAP CLOSE and click with the left button on a point in the left wall so to insert the 
dishwashing close to the wall. 
 
Finally choose the insertion angle of your equipment giving the direction with your mouse: move right side, 
moybe helping your-self with the function ORTHO, to define an angle of 90° (ninty degrees). 
 
Click with mouse’s left button to confirm. 
 
Your equipment has been inserted in both the 2D and the 3D with its position number: 00. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 

Then keep inserting the equipments in the following order: 

Order Model Description 
1 L011 LEFT TABLE WITH BACKSPLASH, 700 MM 
2 L019 RIGHT TABLE WITH B.SPLASH, SINK AND HOLE, 1200 MM 
3 L008 SHOWER 
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Chapter 13 - Drawing, Special Equipments 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Use the command WINDOW ZOOM to zoom the area close to the lower right window so to have a clear 
view of the table with stand. 
 
Call the command INQUIRY DISTANCE to measure the distance between the table and the sink located 
under it. This is necessary to know how much to stretch the table.  
 
Help your-self with the settings OSNAP END, CLOSE and ORTHO. 
 
The distance in Y will be: 
 

• Distance Y: 90 mm 
 

Use the command “MOVE” to move the table outside the project. 
Note: we suggest to move the item outside the project area before realizing the “outsize”. So you can work on it without any other 

elements that could  make the view difficult 
 
So select the table and click the mouse’s right button to confirm the selection. 
 
Identify the upper right corner of the table as the base point to move it. Click the mouse’s left button to 
confirm. 
 
Activate the option ORTHO and move right the mouse to define the moving direction. 
 
Now set the distance: 
 

• Distance: 2,000 mm 
 
The table will be moved 2000 mm right. 
Use the command ZOOM and PAN to better view the table just 
moved. 

Click on tha command CREATE OUTSIZE  form MastChef’s toolbar. 
Note: Using the command CREATE OUTSIZE MasterChef splits the selected element so that you can use the AutoCAD command 

STRETCH to modify its dimensions. Instead using only the command STRETCH, with-out transforming the element in a 
SPECIAL one, will serve only to move the item, without editing its 
dimensions. 

 
Draw a selection rectangle which include all the table and its 
location identifier (00). 
 
A message will notify the transformation of the selected 
equipment in a “special” and the location identifier (00) will 
become red. 
 
Now turn on the layer 3D with the AutoCAD apposite command. 
This will make possible the change even in the 3D equipment’s 
component. 
 
Finally call the AutoCAD’s command STRETCH and select partially the table starting from the lower right 
side and moving up left. Confirm clicking with the mouse’s left button. 
 
Note: the AutoCAD’s STRETCH command works with a selection crossing right to left. All the elements completely included in the 

selection will be moved, while the partially selected ones will be stretched. 
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Identify the lower right corner of the table as base point. Click with mouse’s left button to confirm. 
 
Activate the option ORTHO and move down the mouse to 
indicate the direction. 
 
Type the distance: 
 

• Distance: 90 mm 
 
 
 
 
The table will be stretched down-side by 90 mm. 
 
 
Note: to shorten the element you just need to define a direction toward the table’s center (in this example up). 
 
Now you just need to mobe the table back to its position with tha apposite MOVE AutoCad’s command. 
 
So select the table and click the muse’s right button to confirm the selection. 
 
Identify the upper right table’s corner as the movement’s base point. Click with mouse’s left button to 
confirm.  
 
Activate the option ORTHO ad move the mouse left to defint the direction. 
 
Type the distance: 
 

• Distance: 2,000 mm 
 
The table will be moved right by 2000 mm so to return in the initial position. 
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Chapter 14 - Drawing, Transforming Products to Accessories 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Use the command WINDOW ZOOM to zoom the diswashing area located right-side so to have a clear view 
of the table with backsplash 
Holding down the button for the equipment’s insertion in MasterChef’s toolbar, choose the command 
PRODUCTS TO ACCESSORY. 

A message will ask you to identify the “father” item. 
So select the entry table and click with the mouse’s right button to confirm the selection. 

Another message will now ask you to choose the item to be changed in accessory of the table. 
Select the shower and click with mouse’s right button to confirm the selection. 
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The shower position identifier will disappear because from now on it is becoming an accessory of the entry 
table. 
 
To verify the correctness of the command just done, click on the command EDIT EQUIPMENTS.  
 
Select the table and click with the mouse’s right button to confirm the selection. 
The shower will appear in the table’s accessory list. 
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Chapter 15 - Drawing, Creating Special Worktop 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you created the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Select the DWG documenti and click Edit button from the main toolbar on the left side to open your CAD 

drawing. 
 
Nota: It is possible to open the document double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Use the command WINDOW ZOOM to zoom the area close to the hand washing equipment previously 
inserted. 
 
Call the command INQUIRY DISTANCE to measure thehandwashing’s depth. 
 
Help your-self with the settings OSNAP END and ORTHO. 
 
The distance in Y will be: 
 

• Distance Y: 500 mm 
 

Now call the AutoCAD’s command “POLYLINE” to draw the plant o the special plane. 
 
Note: it is also possible to use the command line to draw the plane’s profile. 
 
As starting point select the upper right refrigerated cupboards’s corner; if necessary use the OSNAP END 
and ORTHO. 
 
Activate the option ORTHO and move left the mouse to define the construction direction. 
 
So type the lenght of the first polline’s part: 
 

• Lenght: 500 mm 
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To draw the second part of the plane, move the mouse close to the front edge of the hand washing so to 
view the symbol OSNAP ORTHO. 
So click with mouse’s left button to confirm the secon node. 

Click in the upper left hand-washing’s corner to identify the third point. 
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At the end it is possible to close the polline typing “C” on your keyboard and living ENTER to confirm. 

Then proceed with the remaining nodes that define the plane. 

Recall the command line to draw the stand’s line. 
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Draw three segments: the first one on the refrigerated cupboards’s side and the others on the wall’s side. 

UUse the command CUT and LINKS to join the three stand’s  segments each others. 

Call the command “MOVE” to move the threee segments 15 mm inside the work plane so to identify the 
stand in the 2D view. 
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Form MasterChef’s toolbar run the comman SPECIAL WORK TOP. You will find this command holding 
down the icon for the equipment’s insertion. 
 
Be sure to have set: 

• Thuckness: 40 mm 
• Height: 850 mm 
• Material: Stainless Steel 
 

Activate the option Backsplash and set: 
• H. backsplash: 100 mm  

 
 
 
 
Click on OK to confirm. 

You will be asked to identify the area of the work top: 
select the external polyline. 
 
 
Then select the internal line which identify the 
backslpash and click on a point inside the work top. 
 
 
 
 
Inside the plane will appear the position number 00. You 
can move the symbol clicking on the grip located in the 
number’s center. 

To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
Use the command 3D ORBIT to rotate the project and see better the special work top just done. 
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Get back in the map view and, with the command ZOON WINDOW, zoom the area close to the specia work 
top just created. 
 
Run the command EDIT EQUIPMENT to modify the work top’s detail and to insert as accessory a sink. 
 
From the accessory’s list select the item: 
 

• Model: V404030 
• Description: PRINTED SINK 400 X 400 X 300 

 
Click on the button + to insert the accessory. Finally activate the option EQUIPMENT HEIGHT so to insert 
the sink at the same height as the work top. 
 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 

Identify the insertion point and the orientation’s angle of the sink inside the work top. 
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The sink has been inserted correctly. The last thins to do is to bore the plane so to view the sink even in the 
3D view. 
 
Call the command PIERCES THE TOP and make a selection that include both the position number and the 
plane.Click with mouse’s right button to confirm the selection. 

A message will notify the command’s execution. 
 
To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
Use the command 3D ORBIT to rotate the project and see better the special work top just done. 
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Chapter 16 - Drawing, Insert Hoods and Floor Grate 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you want to create the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Then select the file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module. 
 
Note: It is possible to start  the CAD module double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Use the command WINDOW ZOOM to zoom the cooking area. 
 
Call the command HOODS from Masterchef’s toolbar located on the left: you will find this command holding 
down the icon for the equipment’s insertion.  
 
This command asks you three nodes. 

• 1° node: front left 
• 2° node: front right 
• 3° node: rear right 

 
 
Identify as the first one the first left cooking equipment’s corner.  

Identify as the second one the first right cooking equipment’s 
corner. 

Finally identify as the third one the first right upper cooking 
equipment’s corner. 
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MasterChef it-sefl will analize the area descibed by the three nodes and automatically will run the command 
to choose the hoods to insert. 

As search level choose: 
1. CUBIC CENTRAL ASP. 
2. CENTRAL 

 
 
Search the hood model the best suits your dimensions, minding that you cann see many 
information also about the margins. 
 

 
 
Finally click on OK to confirm and insert the hood in the area previously selected. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
Use the command 3D ORBIT to rotate the project and see better the special work top just done. 

Get back in the map view using the apposite command VIEW in MaserChef’s toolbar.  
 
Use the command WINDOW ZOOM to zoom the cooking area. 
 
Depart the identification symbol from the cooking  equipments. 

Call the command FLOOR GRATE from MasterChef’s toolbar. 
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You will be asked to identify the grate’s lenght specifying a frontal left node and one right side. 

Editing the grate’s detail it is possible to personalize the dimension and the position of the grale toward the 
cooking equipments. 
 
 
Click on OK so to let MasterChef insert the grate with your settings. 

The floor grate, like the special work top previously inserted, it is a special equipment and its data con be 
modify using the apposite command EDIT EQUIPMENTS from MasterChef’s toolbar. 
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To verify the correctness of your project so far realized also in the 3D view, change the point of view form 
the map view to an assonometric one. To do that use MasterChef VIEW command. 
 
Finally give to your project a shadow by clicking form MasterChef’s toolabr the “Realistic” view mode. 
Mind that you can switch the different command’s option holding down the relative button. 
Use the command 3D ORBIT to rotate the project and see better the special work top just done. 

 
Now repeat the insertion of the floor grate even for the upper cooking equinpments. 
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Chapter 17 - Drawing, Identify equipments 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you want to create the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Then select the drawing (DWG) file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module. 
 
Note: It is possible to start  the CAD module double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Use the command IDENTIFY EQUIPMENTS  from MasterChef’s toolbar. 

In the window that will appear activate the option “Area” to insert  the label which will identify the area and 
choose from the pull down menu “PREPARATION”  as area description. 

Activate also the option “Posiotion” to number the equipments. It is possible to personalize the position 
nuber spcifying tha data to be shown, like a preference to the project, tha area identification, a pre-number, 
a number, two other characters and a suffix. 
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Let activated the option “Progressive same equipment/ differen number”, that allows to obtain a progressive 
numbering inside the same project. Disabling this option MasterChef will insert the same position 
numberche for the same model and area. 
 
Click on OK to confirm and to insert the label of the “preparation” area inside the project. 
 
Get colce to the upper area of the project and click with muse’s left button to insert the area’s label. 
 

Now select each equipnent in the desired order, chicking on the equipment or on its position number, so to 
numbered them. 
 
Note: The numbering order is due to the selection one. If you are using a window selection insedi of a point one, probabily the 

nembering will be random. 
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Now repeat the command to identify the other areas and to number their equipments following this table: 
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At the end of the all numbering, your project will appear like the followng. 
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Chapter 18 - Drawing, Create print Layout 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you want to create the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Then select the drawing (DWG) file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module. 
 
Note: It is possible to start  the CAD module double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Move from the model’s space to the A0 paper’s one using the apposite label A0 located above the 
command row. 
 
Call the command USER LIBRARY from MasterChef’s toolbatto insert the A0 paper’s squaring. 

Set the following values: 
 

• Family: Squaring 
• Sub family: Demo 
• Description: A0 (1182x841) 

 

The squaring’s preview is shown in the box located right-side. 
 
Click on OK to insert the squaring’s symbol in the A0 paper. 
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Once inserted the squaring, it is possible to adapt it to the paper’s dimension using the AutoCAD’s 
command STRETCH. 
 
Note: we suggest first to set the printer so to make MasterChef shown exactly the correct margins in the layouts. 

Call again MasterChef’s command USER LIBRARY to insert the cartouche. 
 
Note: Above the preview it is shown the name of the dwg file. You can browse inside MasterChef’s folders to find it, so you can open it 

and personalize tha CAD block so to have your own squaring and cartouche. 

Click on OK and isert the symbol in the lower right paper’s corner.  
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Once ended the paper’s squaring it is possible to insert inside your A0 layout the tecnical bill and the view 
of your project. 
 
Call the command TECNICAL BILL from MasterChef’s toolbar. 

From the left side list you can choose 
the information to see in your tecnical 
bill. For each one will be inserted a 
column in the bill. 
 
More, it is possible to choose the data 
view’s order, selectng the singol row and 
using the arrows to move it up or down 
to edit the squence. 
 
 

As usual, at the right you can see the 
bill’s preview. 
More you can split the bill in two or more 
specifiying the number of row of each 
one, edit the option for the insertion of 
power subtotal, accessory, etc. 
 
Finally you can export the tecnical bill in 
Microsoft Excel’s format, so to use 
MasterChef’s information in other 
programs. 
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Click on OK. A preview box will allow you to see the bill’s size inside the A0 layout. 

Move your mouse in the upper right corner and click with mouse’s left button to insert the tecnical bill in 
your layout. 
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Now call the command MULTIPLE VIEWS from MasterChef’s toolbar. 

Select the center point of view 2D and set the scale factor 1:20. 
 

• View: Map 2D 
• Scale: 1:20 

 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 
Note: depending on the point of view selected, MasterChef will enable or not the possibility of the scale factor insertion. In fact it is not 

possiblt to insert the scale factor for the assonometric view. 
 
 
Move with your mouse in the upper left corner and click with mouse’s left button to identify the first 
rectangule’s node wherein to insert the view.  

Then move close to the centre of your paper and click again with mouse’s left button to set the opposite 
node. 
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MasterChef will insert the map 2D view with a scale factor of 1:20. A label on the picture will notify the scale 
used. 

Select the assonometric point of view SE 3D located in the down right corner. 
 

• View: Assonometric SE 3D 
• Scale: Unabled 

 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 
 
Note: depending on the point of view selected, MasterChef will enable or not the possibility of the scale factor insertion. In fact it is not 

possiblt to insert the scale factor for the assonometric view. 

Call again the command MULTIPLE VIEWS from MasterChef’s toolbar. 
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Move with your mouse in the upper left corner in the empty space and click with mouse’s left button to 
identyfy the first rectangule’s node wherein to insert the view.   

Then move down close to the bill’s corner and click again with mouse’s left button to set the opposite node. 
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Call again the command MULTIPLE VIEWS from MasterChef’s toolbar. 

Select the assonometric point of view NE 3D located in the  upper right corner. 
 

• View: Assonometric NE3D 
• Scale: Unabled 

 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 
 
Note: depending on the point of view selected, MasterChef will enable or not the possibility of the scale factor insertion. In fact it is not 

possiblt to insert the scale factor for the assonometric view. 
 
Insert a new assonometric view under the one previously inserted using the same steps as before. 
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Call again the command MULTIPLE VIEWS from MasterChef’s toolbar and chooose to insert a section 
view (lower right picture). 

Set the scale factor on 1:10. 
 

• View: Section 
• Scale: 1:10 

 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 
 
Note: depending on the point of view selected, MasterChef will enable or not the possibility of the scale factor insertion. In fact it is not 

possiblt to insert the scale factor for the assonometric view. 
 
Move with your mouse in the upper left corner in the empty space under the map view and click with 
mouse’s left button to identify the first rectangule’s node wherein to insert the view.   
 

Then move down and right and click again with mouse’s left button to set the opposite node. 
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Once designed the view, use the sliding bars located in the bottom and on the right to center the front side 
of the coking area. 
 
So draw a line parallel to the cooking area’s equipments (dotted line) to identify the section axis and the 
identify the camera’s insertion point. 
 
To do that move down the mouse so to create a line perpendicular to tha axis (solid line). 
 
In this way Masterchef will create a section view fo your project hiding all the items behind the camera. 

In the view is not centered, double-click with mouse’s left button inside the view’s  window and call the PAN 
command. Move the view content untill you reach the desired result. 

Note: Mind not to use the command ZOOM inside the section view not to edit the scale factor set at the beginning of the command 
MULTPLE VIEWS. 
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Call again the command MULTIPLE VIEWS from MasterChef’s toolbar and chooose to insert a map view 
(picture in the center). 

Set the scale factor on 1:50. 
 

• View: Map 2D 
• Scale: 1:50 

 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 
 
Note: depending on the point of view selected, MasterChef will enable or not the possibility of the scale factor insertion. In fact it is not 

possiblt to insert the scale factor for the assonometric view. 
 
Move with your mouse in the upper left corner in the empty space under the assonometric views and click 
with mouse’s left button to identify the first rectangule’s node wherein to insert the view.   
 

Then move down and right and click again with mouse’s left button to set the opposite node. 
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Then call the command LAYER GROUP from MasterChef’s toolbar. 
 

This command allows to see all the object relating to the users’s categories in the current view. 
 
To select more than one category you can hold down the CTRL button in your keyboard and click with 
mouse’s left button on the category to be shown. 
 
Click on “Connection” and click on OK. 
 
Zoom the view area with the ZOOM command to see the connection of all the equipments. 
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Call again MasterChef’s command USER LIBRARY to insert the Connection’s bill on the A0 layout. 
 

Set the following values: 
 

• Family: Bill 
• Sub Family: Italy 
• Description: Connection Bill 

 
Click on OK to confirm. 
 
Zoom the area  with the ZOOM command and insert the bill at the right of the map view 1:50 previously 
inserted. 

Finally you can click on PRINT in CAD’s toolbar to print the layout just realized. 
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To print correctly the drawing, be sure to have correctly set the printer and to use as printing style , located 
upper left, one of the following settings: 
 

• MasterChef Color.ctb (for a color print) 
• MasterChef BW.ctb (for a black and white print) 

Potete cliccare infine sull’icona STAMPA dalla toolbar CAD per stampare il layout appena realizzato. 

Click on OK to send the data and to proceed in the A0 layout’s print. 
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Chapter 19 - Drawing, Render 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 

From the main menu on the left, select the project where you want to create the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Then select the drawing (DWG) file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module. 
 
Note: It is possible to start  the CAD module double-clicking the specific row too. 
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Move to the Model space and,  using the LAYER LIST, be sure to have thawed the layer of floor and roof.  
 
Previously the roof’s layer was frozen so to view the equipments 

Call the command MATERIALS from MasterChef’s toolbar. 
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A window will appear  where you can define what materials MasterChef will associate to each layer used in 
the project. 
 
It is available a default association called MSC-2008-ITA.mra. However it is possible to edit the default 
settings so to change the material’s association. 

Select the WALL 3D layer and set “WALL YELLOW” as material. 
 

• Layer: WALL 3D 
• Material: WALL YELLOW 
• Mapp. Size: 30x30x30 

 
Click on OK to confirm and to get bach to the drawing. MasterChef will search for all the layers used in the 
drawing and will associate the materials. 
 
Note: If a layer is never used in the drawing, it will not be shown in the command Materials Association. So we suggest to run the 

materials association’s command before making the render. Of the project. 
 
Holding down with mouse’s left button the command materials to view all the Render toolbar.. 
 
Click on the next button for the light insertion. 
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To identifiy te area to be lighten, draw a box which includes the central area, defining the two opposite 
rectangle’s nodes. 

Specify the rooh’s heght in the command’s row so to let MasterChef insert the light: 
 

• Roof height: 3000 mm 

Give ENTER to confirm. 
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In your project will appear the light’s symbol. 

Now move in the A0 paper space, clicking in the apposite label located in the bottom to view the layout 
previously created. 
 
Run the command MULTIPLE VIEWS from MasterChef’s toolbat and select PERSPECTIVE located top 
right. 
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Set: 
 

• Height (from ground):  1500 mm  
• Distance: 1X 

 
Note: Later will be possible to change the camera’s position using the command 3D ORBIT. 
 
Click on OK and insert the prospective view under the tecnical bill previously inserted, defining the two 
opposite rectangle’s nodes. 

Temporally will be displayed the plan view of the project and you will be asked to define the insertion point 
and the vision’s angle of the camera. 
 
Enter the camera inside the room and direct it towards the coking area as shown below. 
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MasterChef will automatically create the view inside the rectangle. 

Use the command LAYERS’S LIST to frozen the layer “200-EquipID-2D” as done before for the roof. So in 
the realistic view will not appear the equipment’s position number. 

Note: Mind to defrost the layer after having make the rendering.  
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Now double-click inside the perspective view just created so to activate it. 
 
If you do not like the point of view you can use the command 3D Orbit from MasterChef’s Shade toolbar. 

Use the commands ZOOM, PAN and 3DORBIT to modify the camera position. 
 
Now call the command RENDER from MasterChef’s photorealistic toolbar. 

Note: The RENDER command execution can be differen from the one explained in this tutorial depending on your MasterChef’s 
version (BASE or FULL) and on your AutoCAD’s version (in case of BASE one).  
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Using the RENDER option it is now possible to export the pictiure in a file to be used in the finally 
presentation to the custumer.   

Finally repeat the command to create another perspective view under the one just created. 
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From the main menu on the left, select the project where you want to create the DWG file and click the 
“DOCUMENTS” button to access the the project’s content. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
 
Then select the drawing (DWG) file to open and click on “EDIT” to start MasterChef’s CAD module. 
 
Note: It is possible to start  the CAD module double-clicking the specific row too. 

Chapter 20 - Offer Syncronization 

Launch MasterChef from the icon on your desktop 
 
Note: If you are using a demo version, once loaded the program, a message will notify the remaining days of the  evaluation period. If  

you are in possession of the licence of the software, make sure  you have inserted and installed the USB hardware key that 
came with the licence to use the software. 

 
In front of you is the list of the Project. 
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From MasterChef’s toolbar, located left-side, click on the button Offer Syncronization. 
 
In the upper part of the window you can see the list of the equipments inserted in the dwg project, while in 
the lower one the list of the equipments that will be inserted in the quotation. 

In the left side you can find a list of button that you can use to select, and so syncronize with each other, 
the item In the CAD project with the quotation. 
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So click on RUN to create the equipment’s bill. 
 
After having syncronized the offer you can close the CAD world and get back in the PDM file’s list. 
 
At the CAD’s project’s right, will appear the corresponding quotation’s document. 
 
If necessary you can click on Refresh from the toolbar located left side to update the file’s list. 

Select this quotation’s file and click on Modify in the toolbar located left-side to view the detail. 
 
Note: It is possible to access to the project double-clicking the specific row too. 
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In the Customer section it is possible to see and edit the custumer’s detail, previously inserted at the 
darwing file’s creation. 
 

 

With the appropriate toolbar located left-side you can browse the quotation’s sections. 
 
The first step shown at the opening, identify the offer’s general settings, where you can edit the language 
settings, the opening text and the sign. 
 
Use the glossary to insert the opening text and the quotation’s sign. 
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In the pricelist section you will see the producer’s pricelist used. 

Double-clicking the row of a producer it is possible to edit th cost’s discount, the increases and the sale’s 
discount for the project’s items. 
 
 

 

Discount for the entire 
pricelist. 

Discount for some specific 
categorys. 

Pricelist files. 

Restore the defoult 
supplier discount. 

Restore the discount 
previously set in the offer. 

Re-calculate the cost 
prices. 

Re-calculate the list prices. 

Set the discount as default 
for the supplier. 

Section to set the buying 
discounts. 
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It is possible to identify up to five precentages for the buying and sales discount, for the increase and for the 
pricinig.  
 
Choose the calculate mode you want and insert the value for your quotation. 
 
Click on OK to apply the settings just chosen to the project’s items. Creative will re-calculate the sales price 
for each element. 
 
 
Then move to the Products section, clicking the apposite button in the toolbar located left-side. 

In the sale’s section, it is possible to choose the calculate mode for the final custumer’s price 
 

Pricelist files of the prducer. 

Calculate mode for the final custumer’s price: 
 
Final price = Price list + % Increase - % Discount 

Section to set the increase 
and the sale’s discount. 

Calculate mode for the final custumer’s price: 
 
Final price = Cost + % Pricing - % Discount 
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In the Products section you can see and edit the element included in your project. 
 
 

 

Product’s Toolbar. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Toolbar for the insertion or 
the editing of the elements. 

Current product’s detail: all 
the information available are 
shown in this section. It is 
possible to edit the directly 
from this section. 

Editable element’s list; 
double-clicking with the left 
mouse’s button you can edit 
its content. 

Final discount for the entire 
quotation. 

Insertion of an empty row  
before the one selected. 

Insertion of a catalogue’s item. 

Inserimento 
riga con totale 
parziale. 

Insertion of a 
page 
interruption. 

Un-do, cut, 
copy, paste a 
row. 

Numbered products. 

Save the 
product in an 
user suppier’s 

Order products as ZONE-POSITION or as ROW’S NUMBER. 

Show/Hide product’s detail. 

Recalculate the subtotal. 

Show/Hide/Set the 
grid’s dimension. 

Refresh attachments. Apply the language setting to all suppliers. 

Change description language. 
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New line insertion: allows to insert a new blank line before the one selected so you can enter a new 
product, an area or a note.  
 
Product insertion: allows you to enter a new product before the selected line, browsing through the list 
of the supplier. 
 
Page Insertion: allows you to insert a page which will be reported in the final print. 
  
 
Delete Row: allows you to delete the selected row; in the case of a father with accessories, they will be 
deleted too.  
 
Cut Lines: in combination with the paste button allows you to move one or more products. Simply 
select the lines to cut and press the button. Then select the new position on the grid and press the 
paste button. 
 
Copy lines: allow you to copy one or more selected products to a new location.  
 
Paste lines: allow you to enter the desired location the lines previously cut or copied.  
 
Inserting Subtotals: allows you to insert a new row with a subtotal of sales prices of the items listed 
above. 
  
Renumber Lines: automatically recalculates the order of all the position numbers of the products of the 
offer, if some line had been previously deleted, copied or cut.  
 
Order Lines: sort all products in the grid, increasing with the area and the position or with the row’s 
number (first column).  
 
Show / Hide Details: it is a switch button which allows either to show or hide the details area below the 
products. 
 
Refresh Subtotal’s Row: allows you to automatically update the subtotals if any row has been modify or 
inserted in the offer.  
 
Save Product: allows you to save the current product in a folder previously created by the user. 
  
 
Show / Hide Columns: allows you to show or hide certain columns in the grid and define the width.  
 

 
 
 

View User Discounts: if enabled, shows in red the cells with a discount assigned manually by the user on 
the products grid, unlike the discounts previously applied in the pricelist section. 
Be careful that in some computers this option can slow down the software. 
  

 
 
 
 

Descriptions Language: allows you to change the product’s descriptions language. If available, the 
product’s descriptions for the selected language will be all updated by the software, otherwise the 
description used will remain unchanged.  
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The icon in the first grid’s column identifies the type of line:  

Red Flag: to identify a zone or area, so you can share the products for arguments.  
 
Blue Sphere: identifies a father product. To change a product from father to accessory simply press the 
function key "F3".  

Red Dashed L : identifies an accessory product added to the previous line. To change a product from 
accessory to father simply press the function key "F3".  

Yellow Sheet: is a free note on your product or area you want to include in the final print.  

Item isertion in the product’s grid: 

• To insert a note: write a text in the column "description".  
 
• To enter a zone or an area: write a text in the column "Area" and "description" . 
 
• To add a product: choose or write the supplier’s name (in the apposite column) and then move in to the 

column "Code", "Type" or "description". So you can select the product to be inserted through a drop-
down menu. If the article you want is not in the price list, you can write the detail directly in the columns.  
Inserting in succession supplier, code, type or product’s description, the software will verify the presence 
of the item in the supplier’s pricelist, automatically filling all the remaining information and recalculating 
the cost and the final sale price, basing on the discounts given to the supplier. Where the product does 
not exist in the pricelist, you can manually enter all the data remaining.  
You can also enter a product from the "E-Catalog" in the top bar.  

• To edit data already entered in the product’s grid it is sufficient just to edit the single cells.  
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The part under the grid allows you to view and in case modify the additional product’s information. 

 

 

 

 

 

This section is divided in the following part: 

• The “Product Data” reports the generical product’s detail like the type (Normal,Special;Alternative,..), the 
long description, the net dimensions and the packing ones. 

• The “Tecnical Data” reports some tecnical information reguarding the selected item. 

• The “Accessory” allows to view and in case insert  the selected product’s accessory. 

• The “Note” section allows you to insert more information por the selected product. 

• The “Image” saction allows to select the image file to use in the final print. It is possible to charge the 
print picture with the button browse. 

• The “DWG” section allows to view the DWG symbol to use in the CAD space. 

• The “Attachments” section allows to join some documents to the current product, documents that you 
can print in the section Print attachments (left-side toolbarl). 

 
Finally in the lower section “Summary and final discount” it is possible to see the net total which you can 
discount with two more percentage value and with a final discount value (useful to round the final quotation 
value). 
Also it is possible to set the products total so to let Creative calculate the discount percentage. 
 
More you can view the additional costs and the final total too. 

Product net total. Final net total. 

Percentage and value discount. 

Product total discounted. 

Additional costs total. 
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Move in the section Additional Costs, clicking on the corresponding button in the left-side tollbar. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Insert, if the are any, the additional costs and click on Closing notes. 

Insert the desired terms of sale. They will be reported in the final print only the terms wherein you have 
insert something. 
 
Eventually insert the closing text too. 
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Finally click on Print in the left-side toolbar. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
In this area you can see the preview of your offer and edit the layout with the insertin of a header and/or 
footer image, and choosing what product’s informrmation you want to print in the final offer. 

Click on Print to send your quotation to your printer. 
 
Finally Save your quotation with the apposite button Save in the left side toolber. At the end click on Exit to 
exit the offer and to get back to the project. 
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